Student Interest in School Affairs Shown By Record Election Slate

Breaking the war-tired tradition of slim ballots, a record-smashing number of candidates will vie for positions on Student Council and class councils in the schoolwide election which will be held tomorrow.

An unusual feature of the election is the appearance of campaign slates with complete platforms.

FAO Bars Shelley Squads From Future Athletic Frays

In a dramatic move the City College Faculty Athletic Committee passed a resolution barring future encounters with any team coached by Evelyn Shelley. The big conference unanimously passed this resolution after consulting Nat Holman.

The Committee's statement reads as follows:

"Resolved that the faculty athletic committee in view of evidence to it of action, by Evelyn Shelley, coach of Woma- coming University's basketball team, in scheduling games between Wyoming and City College of New York at Madison Square Garden, on the evening of December 25, 1946, is of the opinion that the interest of women's basketball will be better served by having the team coached by Everett Shelton."

The committee reports leave no way of escape for the scheduling of games with Wyoming because the team is in the longer coach of the team. It is hoped that the other New York schools will follow suit and sanction against the scheduling-coached teams from Madison Square Garden, since the book the teams continued on page 2.

Chicago Delegates Report On Student Organization

A preliminary report covering the period of the week for the Inter-Session Pay and 16 in the City College Students Conference on the evening of December 25 and 26 in the City College Students Conference to the Student Council Tuesday, December 26, the delegates from the school of Business, Evelyn Shelley and Bernard Schwartz.

Aware of the need for better understanding between nations and people, the newly proposed National Student's Organization will provide a means for the interchange of ideas and information. The committee reinforced the right and duty of the students to exert their influence in out-of-country matters as much as in the school. Most of the work of the conference was done in these papers. The report of the first session was addressed to the organization of the National Commissions Committees, which will lay the groundwork for a Constitution Convention to be held this summer. The panel's decisions will lay the groundwork for a Constitution Convention to be held this summer.

Because of the lack of time the remaining papers were not actuated by the general action. The decisions of the actions taken including majority and minority discussions are now being prepared and will be distributed to the delegates. The subjects included the aims and activities of the Commissions Committees, the qualifications in care of the candidates running for the posts of recording and corresponding secretary.

Applications for the vacant positions were actuated by the general action. The decisions of the actions taken including majority and minority discussions are now being prepared and will be distributed to the delegates. The subjects included the aims and activities of the Commissions Committees, the qualifications in care of the candidates running for the posts of recording and corresponding secretary.
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To the Editor...

Dear Sir:

City College has been incorrect in its stock-taking of the "Final Results" of the election. When the results were first announced, they were based on an incomplete count of the ballots. As a result, some students who were voted for were not included in the final count. The correct count has now been released, and I am requesting that you publish this information in your next issue.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

The Beaver Spotlight

Open Letter From Dean Norton

By Herb Thou

TO THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE

School spirit, I am sure, has been fostered by the drive to defeat the squad and instigate an improvement in the public opinion of our institution. I realize that the main purpose of the election is to make the students feel like they have a stake in the outcome, and this spirit is being reflected in the enthusiasm of the students.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

The Ticker

Tuesday, January 7, 1947

City College Five Hits St. John's As Sooner Triumph, 55-52

All good things must come to an end. And thus did City College bring to a close its thrilling basketball campaign on Saturday night at Madison Square Garden. Led by Jerry Tucker and Fred Goldstein, the Oklahoma Sooners staged a late rally...
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